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Abstract— We are working for visual paring in
these years. We have developed the series of visual
parser generators, such as Eviss, VIC and Rainbow. They generate a spatial parser by deﬁning
the grammars of visual language. Using generated
spatial parser, they can analyze the ﬁgures and can
execute the speciﬁed actions. The GUI generator
and the subset of VISPATCH are shown as examples.
Keywords— Graphical user interface,
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I. Introduction

T

HOUGH the textual paring has already been wellestablished in computer science ﬁeld, the visual
paring is still in the preliminary stage.
Visual languages are used in various ﬁelds, such
as ER diagrams, object diagrams of OMT, formula,
music, and diagrams that show relationships between
characters appearing in TV dramas. Visual languages
have structures like textual languages.
We can assume the diagrams which represent graph
structures as a visual language. A special purpose
graphic editor can be considered as a system to process
a visual language. We call a system which processes a
visual language a visual system. Visual systems proposed so far have been ﬁxed on certain speciﬁcations.
It was a diﬃcult and time consuming job to modify
those systems.
Therefore, we are working for general purpose visual
systems in these years. We have developed the series
of visual parser generators, such as Eviss [1], [2], VIC
[3] and Rainbow [4], [5].
II. The extended Constraint Multiset
Grammars
We use the extended Constraint Multiset Grammars
(CMG) [6], [7] in deﬁning the grammars of visual system in visual parser generators. CMG consist of a set
of terminal symbols, a set of non-terminal symbols, a
distinctive start symbol, and a set of production rules.
The terminal and non-terminal symbols have various
attributes. The production rules are used to rewrite
1 This paper has been extracted from: Jiro Tanaka, “Visual
Parsing and 3D Visual Interface,” Proceedings of 2000 International Conference on Information Society in the 21st Century
(IS2000), 2000.

Fig. 1. A snapshot of Eviss

a multiset of tokens (the instances of the terminal or
non-terminal symbols) for a new symbol.
The constraints maintain the relationships between
the attributes of the tokens. A production rule is deﬁned as follows:

T (x) ::= T1 (x1 ), · · · , Tn (xn ) where
exists T  (x ), · · · , T  (x )
1

1

m

m

where C and x = F and A

When the attributes of the tokens T1 , · · · , Tn (“nor
mal” components) and T1 , · · · , Tm
(“exist” components) satisfy the constraints C, the tokens T1 , · · · , Tn
are rewritten to the non-terminal symbol T . Exist
components are needed to recognize T and are not
rewritten to T 2 . F is the function that has the attributes x1 , · · · , xn and x1 , · · · , xm of the components
as arguments, and the return value of the function is
given to the non-terminal symbol T as its attribute.
Note that we have extended the original CMG to
include action A. A is deﬁned as “script program executed when the production rule is applied.” In the
extended CMG, we can specify arbitrary actions, such
as computing values and rewriting ﬁgures.
2 CMG also has “not exist” and “all” components. For details,
refer to [2], [6], [7].

III. List Tree example
List Tree is deﬁned recursively by the following two
production rules.
Rule 1: A non-terminal symbol “list” consists of a
“circle” and a “text” in the center of it.
Rule 2: A non-terminal symbol “list” consists of a
“circle,” two “lines” and two “lists.” The two “lists”
are connected to the “circle” by the “lines.”
These production rules can be written by the extended CMG as follows.
1: list(point mid, integer mid_x,
2:
string value) ::=
3:
C:circle, T:text
4:
where (
5:
C.mid == T.mid
7:
) and {
8:
mid = C.mid
9:
mid_x = C.mid_x
10:
value = {script.string {
11:
list @T.text@}}
12:
} and {
13:
display(value = @value@)
14:
}
15:
16: list(point mid, integer mid_x,
17:
string value) ::=
18:
C:circle
19:
exists S1:list, S2:list,
20:
L1:line, L2:line
21:
where (
22:
S1.mid == L1.end
23:
S2.mid == L2.end
24:
C.mid == L1.start
25:
C.mid == L2.start
26:
C.mid == T.mid
27:
S1.mid_x < S2.mid_x
28:
) and {
29:
mid = C.mid
30:
mid_x = C.mid_x
31:
value = {script.string {
32:
concat [list @S1.value@]
33:
[list @S2.value@]}}
34:
lef = C.lu_x
35:
right = C.rl_x
36:
} and {
37:
display(value = @value@)
38:
}

Lines 1 to 14 show the deﬁnition of the production
rule 1. Line 1 shows the attributes of the non-terminal
symbol “list.” Attributes are “mid,” ”mid x,”and
“value.” Line 3 shows that this non-terminal consists
of a “circle” and a “text” string and these components
are “Normal.” At line 5, constraints are deﬁned. This
line shows that the attribute “mid” of “circle” C is
equal to the attribute “mid” of “text” T. “mid” is an
attribute that indicates the center’s coordinates. In
lines 8 to 11, the values of Attributes are deﬁned. Line
8 shows that an attribute “mid” of “list” is equal to
“mid” of “circle” C. Line 9 shows that an attribute
“mid x” of “list” is equal to “mid x” of “circle” C.
“mid x” is an attribute indicating an abscissa. Lines
10 and 11 show the deﬁnition of an attribute “value.”

Fig. 2. Deﬁning grammars in Eviss

This deﬁnition represents that “text” string of “text”
T is treated as a list. At the line 13, action is deﬁned.
This line shows output (value) when this production
rule is applied.
Lines 16 to 38 show the deﬁnition for the production
rule 2. Lines 19 and 20 show that two “lists” and two
“lines” must exist somewhere in the visual sentence.
Line 27 shows that “list” S1 is on the left side of “list”
S2. This constraint distinguishes the left “list” from
the right “list.” Lines 31 to 35 show the deﬁnition of
the attribute “value.” Here, two “lists” S1 and S2 are
connected.
IV. Eviss
We made the visual system Eviss [1], [2] which has a
spatial parser generator. Figure 1 shows the snapshot
of a visual system that represents “List Tree.” The upper half of the screen is called the deﬁnition window. A
person who implements a visual system deﬁnes grammars of visual languages in the deﬁnition window. The
bottom half is called the execution window.
In Eviss, ﬁgures are used to deﬁne rough grammars.
At ﬁrst, the user draws ﬁgures which he wants to deﬁne
as a new non-terminal symbol from the deﬁnition window. We call these ﬁgures as “example ﬁgures.” Eviss
automatically extracts simple constraints and components from “example ﬁgure” and outputs to the CMG
Input Window with text. Then the user edits the constraints and components in the CMG Input Window
(Figure 2). The user can also specify actions in this
phase.
At the execution phase, a user draws ﬁgure elements
which should be analyzed to the execution window.
V. Examples of making visual systems in
Eviss
A. The GUI Creator
We deﬁne expressions for widgets and binding in
the visual language. A frame widget (Frame) is repre-

Fig. 3. An example of GUI.

Fig. 5. Snapshot of VISPATCH implemented in Eviss.

Fig. 4. Visual program that represents Figure 3.

sented by a rectangle which is not painted. A scroll bar
widget (Scroll) is represented by a rectangle painted
with orange. A text widget (TextW) is represented by a
rectangle painted with red. A button widget (Button)
is represented by a rectangle painted with yellow and
a text string in it.
We show an example of describing a GUI in the
visual language. Figure 3 is an example of a GUI
and Figure 4 is the visual program which represents
it. Suppose that the procedure clear_text is called
when left button of the mouse is clicked on the text
widget in Figure 3. The binding appears in the visual
program though it does not actually appear on the
screen. This is because GUIs do not consist of only
visual informations.
We have deﬁned production rules for creating a
GUI by combining widgets. The production rule for
Binding has a text string and a line as its components.
In ﬁgure 4, the text string is “Button-1 clear_text”
and the GUI is the text widget. The text string is a
list which consists of the name of the event and the
name of the procedure which is called when the event
occurs. In Figure 4, the event is Button-1 and the
name of the procedure is clear_text.
B. The subset of VISPATCH
VISPATCH [8] is a visual system which redraws ﬁgures according to rules represented by ﬁgures. Redrawing is started by events caused by users or the system
such as mouse clicks and drags.
We have implemented the subset of VISPATCH in

Fig. 6. A snapshot of VIC

Eviss (Figure 5). VISPATCH starts redrawing by
events, in other words, VISPATCH is event driven.
Eviss starts spatial parsing (and redrawing) by drawing, deleting and altering ﬁgure elements, in other
words, Eviss is data driven. To start spatial parsing,
if an event occurs in the event sensor, a ﬁgure element
that is the same as in the rule head is drawn in the
event sensor. After spatial parsing is ﬁnished, a procedure which creates production rules for VISPATCH
rules is called in action.
VI. VIC
VIC [3] is the successor of Eviss. There are two
main diﬀerences between Eviss and VIC. The ﬁrst difference is that Eviss has two windows, i.e., Deﬁnition
Window and Execution Window, and only Execution
Window has a spatial parser. Whereas, VIC has only
one window. Because of having one window only, VIC
has no border between Deﬁnition Window and Execution Window. VIC can understand the non-terminal
symbols when the user deﬁnes the grammars.
The second diﬀerence is that VIC can deﬁne constraints by the direct manipulation of “example ﬁgures” without using CMG Input Window. In Eviss,
user had to input CMG textually from CMG Input
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Fig. 7. Example of the E-R diagrams

Window. This made diﬃcult to deﬁne the visual system intuitively. In the case of VIC, the user can deﬁne
various visual systems intuitively, even if the user does
not know the grammar of CMG.
The snapshot of VIC is shown in Figure 6.
VII. Rainbow
The visual system must have layout capability, since
it performs actions such as creating, deleting, and
moving the ﬁgures. Even if a user lays out a portion
of the ﬁgure, the entire ﬁgure can be hard to understand. It is important to make the entire ﬁgure more
balanced and understandable.
We therefore developed Rainbow[4], [5], a visual system generator that can handle layout constraints. The
system can interactively layout whole ﬁgures while
parsing them, and make the parsed ﬁgures more balanced and understandable. Rainbow was implemented
by adding the layout constraints to Eviss.
Using Rainbow makes it possible to more interactively handle ﬁgures, such as the various diagrams
that are used in the software engineering ﬁeld. Figures
can be interactively laid out while they are parsed by
adding layout capability to their spatial parser, and
the parsed ﬁgures are more understandable. Rainbow
is therefore a useful tool for making CASE tools.
The snapshot of Rainbow in the E-R diagrams example is shown in Figure 7.
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